June 28, 2021
Dear Republican Members of Congress:
On behalf of the undersigned organizations, which advocate for taxpayers and for fiscally responsible policies
in Washington, D.C. and around the country, we ask you to consider joining Rep. Nancy Mace (R-SC) in
supporting the Whistleblower Protection Improvement Act (WPIA; H.R. 29881) or similar legislation that
significantly increases and reinforces whistleblower protections under law. Whistleblowers are the cornerstone
of government-wide efforts to reduce waste, fraud, abuse, and misuse of taxpayer dollars, but their rights have
not kept pace with the growing size and scope of the federal government.
Our organizations have been concerned by the pace and the scale of government spending in recent years. The
national debt stands at more than $28 trillion,2 and Congress has allowed the government to commit more than
$4 trillion to COVID response efforts in the past 16 months.3 President Biden has proposed spending an
additional $3.8 trillion on his American Jobs Plan4 and American Families Plan.5 Never has the federal
government spent this much money at this fast of a pace.
Unfortunately, with significant and fast federal spending comes a significantly increased risk for waste, fraud,
abuse, and misuse of taxpayer dollars. The Inspector General of the Department of Labor estimates that 10
percent of federal spending on enhanced unemployment insurance (UI) benefits -- $63 billion of $630 billion
total -- has been misspent.6 That figure could rise to $80 billion before the end of enhanced UI benefits.7 Over
10 months in 2020 and 2021, the Department of Justice “publicly announced charges in over 100 fraud-related
cases associated with [Paycheck Protection Program] PPP loans, charging at least 170 defendants.”8 And the
Government Accountability Office (GAO) recently reported that the Department of Health and Human Services
“lacked documented policies for reviewing [Provider Relief Fund] payments to prevent fraud” in that $187
billion program.9
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As you know, lawmakers have several tools at their disposal to oversee activity and spending decisions
conducted by the sprawling executive branch, from committee work to GAO investigations to the robust federal
Inspectors General system.
The undersigned organizations believe that whistleblowers are critical components of lawmakers’ oversight
work. The Whistleblower Protection Improvement Act includes several best-practice improvements to legal
whistleblower protections, including:
● Prohibiting federal employees from retaliating against individuals who blow the whistle on government
waste, fraud, and abuse of power;
● Protecting the privacy and confidentiality of whistleblowers so that they avoid unwelcome attention or
harassment in the public square; and
● Giving federal whistleblowers access to jury trials if their case is not heard by the Merit Systems
Protection Board -- which has lacked a quorum for years -- in a timely manner.
We were glad to see Rep. Mace join this legislation as an original cosponsor, and we hope additional
Republicans will join her in the weeks and months ahead. As Rep. Mace put it:
“When Americans alert the nation to waste, fraud, and abuse by the federal government, they take
immense personal, professional, and emotional risks. Right now, these brave citizens are vulnerable to
vicious campaigns of intimidation and retaliation which put their ability to provide for their families in
jeopardy. Whistleblowers help root out corruption and we must ensure they aren't victimized or silenced
by those who seek to abuse their power.”10
Whether through the Whistleblower Protection Improvement Act or some other legislative vehicle, we hope
lawmakers can work together in a bipartisan, bicameral manner to improve whistleblower rights in the coming
months. These proposals can and do have strong support across the ideological spectrum. We appreciate your
consideration of this bill and other whistleblower protections, and should you have any questions we are happy
to work with you further.
Sincerely,
National Taxpayers Union
Taxpayers Protection Alliance
Government Accountability Project
R Street Institute
Taxpayers for Common Sense
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